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Subject: English

Term: 5

Topic: A Christmas Carol

Week 1 – Dicken’s Life
Dickens was the second of eight children of John and Elizabeth Dickens and was born in
Portsmouth. His father was a clerk in a Naval Pay office. His father started to get into debt in
1822 and by 1824 he was sent to Debtors prison for some months. During this time the children
had to work and Charles was sent to work in a boot blacking (shoe polish) factory. His task in
the factory was to tie on the lids of the boot blacking jars and then glue on labels. So although
his family didn’t start off poor, he experienced what it was like for children to work in poor
conditions. His father eventually got out of prison and he wanted to send Charles to school but
his mother wanted to keep him at work. This effected Charles view on women in the home and
he thought the father should be in charge because of this experience.
He went to Wellington House Academy to finish his education and then he began work in a
solicitor’s office. He took lots of inspiration for his characters in the people he met at the
solicitor’s office. He then taught himself shorthand (a code for writing things down quickly) and
became a freelance journalist.
Other Novels
Oliver Twist
The story of a boy left at an orphanage. We see the
orphanage owners, a funeral directors who he is
sold to and a street gang all prey on Oliver. A rich
gentlemen tries to help him and he turns out to be
his grandfather.
Oliver is the innocent victim of poverty and social
status.
David Copperfield
David’s father dies and his mother remarries a
violent man. His mother dies and he is sent away
to work in warehouse. An Aunt Betsy comes to his
rescue and sends him to live with a family and he
falls in love. David learns life lessons through his
experiences and finds kindness in unexpected
places. Copperfield learns repeatedly, not to judge
based on physical and social appearances, but on
individual character.

Bleak House
Follows a court case of a family contesting a will.
The characters get caught up expecting lots of
money to be coming to them and eventually the
court case has taken so long that there is no money
left. The greed of the rich is exposed in this tale.

Great Expectations
Follows the story of Pip, a blacksmith’s boy who is
educated and tries to move into the upper classes
but is shunned. He is looked after by a criminal
‘Magwitch’ who does the right thing to protect Pip.
Magwitch carries Dicken’s message that ‘poverty
creates crime.’

Week 2 – Victorian England
The Poor Law of 1834

In 1834 the Poor Law Amendment Act was passed by Parliament. This was designed to
reduce the cost of looking after the poor as it stopped money going to poor people
except in exceptional circumstances. From then on, if people wanted help they had to go
into a workhouse to get it. The poor were given clothes and food in the workhouse in
exchange for several hours of manual labour each day.
The Workhouse
Families were split up inside the workhouse. Women, Men and children all lived
separately. People had to wear a type of uniform, follow strict rules and were on a bad
diet of bread and watery soup which they only received twice a day. Conditions were
made so terrible that only those people who desperately needed help would go there.
.
Workhouse tasks included breaking rocks into tiny stones to help build roads and
splitting ropes to single threads to help make materials for ship building.

Subject: English

Term: 5

Topic: A Christmas Carol

Week 3 – Writer’s intention
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dickens uses Scrooge to show the greed, selfishness and lack
of care/compassion of the rich/factory owners
The rich did not respect the poor
Dickens exposes the isolating and corrupting nature of
capitalism (earning money) as a result of the Industrial
Revolution
Dickens wanted to highlight the horrific living and working
conditions of the poor
Dickens wanted to share the plight particularly of children in
Victorian England
Dickens wanted to make people think about who was
responsible for the poor in society
Dickens wanted to highlight the importance of family and
relationships in a time where society was breaking down and
divides were being created
Consider the future consequences if the needs of the poor were
not met.
Dickens was a believer that everybody has inherent goodness in
them and had the capacity to change
Dickens wanted to revive traditional family and Christian values
whereby people were ‘kind, charitable and forgiving’.

Week 4 – Key characters

Subject: English

Term: 5

Topic: A Christmas Carol

Week 5 – Key Themes and devices

Week 6 – Summarising the plot

Subject: Maths 10FDAB Higher

Term: 5

Week 1: Sampling

Topic: Statistical enquiry
A stratified sampling considers the proportion of each naturally
occurring group out of the whole population. This means that
each group can be fairly represented in the sample.

The process of capturing and then recapturing
can help us to estimate the size of a population.
Type of holiday

Number of people

Amount in sample
63
300

City hotel

63

Beach hotel

120

City self catering

52

52
300

Beach self catering

65

65
× 2400 = 520.00
300

Total

2400

× 2400 = 504

120
× 2400 = 960
300

× 2400 = 415.99999

2400

416

Subject: Maths 10FDAB Higher

Term: 5

Week 2: Cumulative Frequency

16
16 + 17 = 33
33 + 10 = 43
43 + 7 = 50

Topic: Statistical enquiry

Subject: Maths 10FDAB Higher
Week 3: Box plots

Term: 5

Topic: Statistical enquiry

Subject: Maths 10FDAB Higher
Week 4: Histograms

Term: 5

Topic: Statistical enquiry

Subject: Maths 10FDAB Higher

Term: 5

Topic: Statistical enquiry

Week 5: Comparing distributions

Worked example

At checkpoint B, the average
speed is higher, with a
median of 38, compared to a
median of 32.

The speeds at checkpoint A
are more spread out, with an
IQR of 21, compared to an
IQR for checkpoint B of 11.

When comparing the spread of the data,
the bigger the number for the IQR, the
more spread out (and sometimes less
consistent) the data is.
When describing the data, it depends on
the particular situation as to whether you
would want a higher median or not. If the
data is about how long a battery lasts, you
want the median to be higher; when
comparing the time it takes to run 100m,
you want the median to be lower

Subject: Maths 10FDAB Higher

Term: 5

Topic: Statistical enquiry

Week 6: Simultaneous equations graphically

𝑦 = 9 − 2𝑥
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c)
𝑥= 4
𝑦= 1

Subject: Maths 10FDAB Higher

Term: 5

Topic: Statistical enquiry

Week 7: Simultaneous Equations Algebraically
1
2
1

x3

2

3 + 2

Sub 𝑥 = 2
in to 1

9𝑥 + 3𝑦 = 33

3

2𝑥 − 3𝑦 = −11
11𝑥 = 22
÷ 11
𝑥=2
3(2) + 𝑦 = 11

6 + 𝑦 = 11
-6

𝑦=5
𝒙 = 𝟐 and 𝒚 = 𝟓

Subject: Maths Higher

Term: 5

Topic: Vectors

Vector Notation

Vector Arithmetic

A vector is a quantity that has magnitude and direction
The magnitude of a vector is its size.
Displacement, is a vector quantity and is is change in position. A displacement can be
3
written as
where 3 is the 𝑥 component and 4 is the 𝑦 component.
4
Examples of vectors are force, and velocity.
The displacement vector from A to B is written AB

Equal vectors have the same magnitude and the same direction.

When a vector a is multiplied by a scalar 𝑘 then the vector 𝑘a is parallel to a and is
equal to 𝑘 times a.
1
A scalar is a number and only has magnitude. E.g. 3, 2, 2, -1

𝑥
The magnitude of the vector 𝑦 is it’s length, i.e. 𝒙𝟐 + 𝒚𝟐
𝒂 means the magnitude of the vector a. 𝐎𝐀 means the magnitude of the vector
OA
Example
The points A and B have the co-ordinates (3, 2) and (5, 5) respectively. Work out the
magnitude of AB
2
AB =
3
AB =
AB =

+

𝐀𝐁 = −𝐁𝐀

2a is twice as long as a and in the same direction
-a is the same length as a but in the opposite direction

Vectors are written as bold lower case letters: a, b, c
When handwriting, underline the letter: a, b, c

22

If AB = CD then the line segments AB and CD are equal in length and are parallel

32

The two stage journey from A to B and then B to C has the same starting point and
same finishing point as the single journey from A to C. So A to B followed by B to C
is equivalent to A to C
𝐀𝐁 + 𝐁𝐂 = 𝐀𝐂
Vector addition is commutative i.e. a + b = b + a

3

13
2

In parallelogram PQRS where PQ = a and PS = b, the diagonal PR of the
parallelogram is a + b.
This is called the parallelogram law for vector addition
When c = a + b the vector c is called the resultant vector of the two vectors a and b

Subject: Maths Higher

Term: 5

Topic: Vectors and Proportion

Solving Geometric Problems

Direct Proportion

With the origin O, the vector OA and OB are called the position vectors of the points A and
B.
𝑝
In general, a point with co-ordinates 𝑝, 𝑞 has position vector 𝑞 .

The symbol ∝ means ‘is directly proportional to’
𝑦 ∝ 𝑥 means 𝑦 is directly proportional to 𝑥
In general if 𝑦 is directly proportional to 𝑥, 𝑦 ∝ 𝑥 and 𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥 where 𝑘 is a number, called
the constant of proportionality

When OA = a and O𝐵 = b, AB = AO + OB = b – a
Example

Example

PQ = 𝑘QR shows that the lines PQ and QR are parallel. Also they both pass through the point
Q so PQ and QR are part of the same straight line. P, Q and R and said to be collinear (they all
lie on the same straight line).

A quantity can be directly proportional to the square, the cube, or the square root of
another quantity. For example:
• If 𝑦 is proportional to the square of 𝑥 then 𝑦 ∝ 𝑥 2 and 𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥 2
• If 𝑦 is proportional to the cube of 𝑥 then 𝑦 ∝ 𝑥 3and 𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥 3
• If 𝑦 is proportional to the square root of 𝑥 then 𝑦 ∝ 𝑥 and 𝑦 = 𝑘 𝑥

Subject: Maths Higher

Term: 5

Inverse Proportion

Exponential Functions

When 𝑦 is inversely proportional to 𝑥
1
𝑦∝
𝑥
𝑦=
Examples

Topic: Proportion and Graphs

Expressions in the form 𝑎 𝑥 , where 𝑎 is a positive number, are called exponential
functions

𝑘
𝑥

Exponential growth
Example

1

𝑘

a) 𝑦 ∝ 𝑥 3 so 𝑦 = 𝑥 3
𝑘
2= 3
3
𝑘 = 2 × 33 = 54
54
𝑦= 3
𝑥

b)
𝑦=

54
54
=
53 125

Exponential decay

Subject: Maths Higher

Term: 5

Non-Linear Functions
The tangent to a curved graph is a straight line that touches the graph at a point.
The gradient at a point on a curve is the gradient of the tangent at that point

Topic: Proportion and Graphs

The straight line that connects two points on a curve is called a chord. The
gradient of the chord gives the average rate of change and can be used to
find the average speed on a distance-time graph.

Example

The area under a velocity-time graph shows the displacement, or distance
from the starting point. To estimate the area under a part of a curved
graph, draw a chord between the two points you are interested in, and
straight lines down to the horizontal axis to create a trapezium. The area of
the trapezium is an estimate for the area under this part of the curve.

On a distance-time graph, the gradient of the tangent at any given point gives the
speed
Gradient of the tangent at
30
8 seconds = 4 = 7.5
Therefore the speed at 8
seconds is 7.5 m/s

Subject: Trilogy Science

Term: 5

Topic: Inheritance, variation and evolution

Week 1

Reproduction review
Sexual and asexual reproduction –
Sexual

Asexual

Description

Fusion of male and female gametes.
Variation in offspring.

Genetically identical clones of one parent.

Advantages

Allows evolution by generating
variation.

Much quicker and uses less energy.

Disadvantages

Needs a partner, wastes energy,
slower.

No variation, population is vulnerable to
change/disease.

Example

Mammals.

Bacteria.

Meiosis –
• In meiosis you create sex cells (gametes) that only have HALF of
the number of chromosomes. HAPLOID gametes have
23 chromosomes not 23 pairs.
• They are involved in sexual reproduction.
• All gametes are genetically different from each other.
• Gametes join at fertilisation to restore the normal number of
chromosomes. The new cell then divides by mitosis
Sex determination - Human body cells contain 23 pairs of chromosomes.
22 pairs control characteristics only. The 23rd pair carries the genes that determine sex.
In females the sex chromosomes are the same (XX); in males the chromosomes are
different (XY).
DNA - DNA is a polymer made up of two strands forming a double helix.
DNA is found in chromosomes.
A gene is a small section of DNA.
Each gene codes for a sequence of amino acids to form a particular protein.
The genome is all the genetic material of an organism.
The human genome has been studied and will be important for medicine in the future

Week 2

Subject: Trilogy Science

Term: 5

Topic: Inheritance, variation and evolution

Week 3

Week 4

Inherited disorders
Some disorders are inherited, e.g. polydactyly and cystic fibrosis.
A Punnett square can be constructed to predict the outcome of a monohybrid cross.

Evolution
Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection states that all species evolved from
simple life forms that first developed more than three billion years ago.

Cystic fibrosis is caused by a recessive allele.

The main stages of natural selection.
1. Genetic variation in a population
2. Competition between individuals
3. Best adapted individuals survive “survival of the
fittest”
4. These individuals reproduce and pass on the
beneficial alleles to their offspring

Variation
Differences in the characteristics of individuals may be due to:
- Nature – genetic variety
E.g. Eye colour, gender, shape of nose
- Nurture – environmental variety
E.g. Scars, accents, drinking when pregnant
- Combined causes of variety
E.g. Height, weight
Discontinuous variation = characteristics are in distinct categories.
Continuous = characteristics can take any value from a range of values.

Mutations are changes in the DNA code. They may lead to more rapid evolution, although
mutations that result in a new phenotype are rare.
Organisms of the same species can interbreed to produce fertile offspring

polydactyly

You can trace genetic
characteristics using a family tree.

Subject: Trilogy Science

Term: 5

Week 4

Topic: Inheritance, variation and evolution

Subject: Trilogy Science

Week 6

Term: 5

Topic: Inheritance, variation and evolution

Subject: Separate Science-Biology

Term: 5

Week 1

Reproduction review
Sexual and asexual reproduction –

•
•
•

Week 2
Reproduction in fungi

Sexual

•

Topic: Inheritance, variation and evolution

Asexual

Description

Fusion of male and female gametes.
Variation in offspring.

Genetically identical clones of one parent.

Advantages

Allows evolution by generating
variation.

Much quicker and uses less energy.

Disadvantages

Needs a partner, wastes energy,
slower.

No variation, population is vulnerable to
change/disease.

Example

Mammals.

Bacteria.

Meiosis
In meiosis you create sex cells (gametes) that only have HALF of the number of
chromosomes. HAPLOID gametes have 23 chromosomes not 23 pairs.
They are involved in sexual reproduction.
All gametes are genetically different from each other.
Gametes join at fertilisation to restore the normal number of chromosomes. The new
cell then divides by mitosis.

The most common form of reproduction in fungi is asexual.
Fungi have asexual fruiting bodies full of spores.
The spores are produced by mitosis and they are genetically identical
to the parent. Some fungi will reproduce asexually when conditions
aren’t very good, e.g. too dry.

Reproduction in plants
In plants, the flowers
contain the organs of
sexual reproduction.
The gametes – the pollen
and the egg cells – are
produced using meiosis.
The pollen from one
flower must reach the
female parts of another
flower in a process called
pollination.
Once pollen has fused
with the egg cell, seeds
are formed.
Sexual reproduction
introduces variation and
enables plants to survive
as conditions change
through natural selection

Reproduction in malaria parasites

DNA is a polymer made up of two strands
DNA
forming a double helix.
DNA is found in chromosomes.
A gene is a small section of DNA.
Each gene codes for a sequence of amino acids to form a
particular protein.
The genome is all the genetic material of an organism.
The human genome has been studied and will be important for
medicine in the future.

Subject: Separate Science-Biology

Term: 5

Topic: Inheritance, variation and evolution

Week 3

DNA structure and protein synthesis
Strands of DNA are made up of alternating sugar and phosphate
sections. Attached to each sugar is on of four different
compounds called bases, represented by the letters C, A, T and G.
The combination of sugar, phosphate and a base is called a
nucleotide.
Protein synthesis in the cell is controlled by the DNA in the
nucleus. Genes in the DNA produce a template for the protein.
The template reflects the sequence of bases in the DNA.
• The template leaves the nucleus and binds to the ribosome
• The cytoplasm contains carrier molecules, each attached to
a specific amino acid. The carrier molecules attach to the template.
• Amino acids join together to form a specific protein.
• Carrier molecules keep bringing specific amino acids to add to the growing protein
chain in the correct order.
• The protein detaches from the carrier molecules, which then return to the cytoplasm to
pick up more amino acids.
Gene expression and mutation
When a gene codes for a protein that is synthesised in the cell, the gene is said to be
expressed.
New forms of genes result from
changes in existing genes and these
changes are called mutations. They
are often tiny changes in the sequence
of bases in a strand of DNA.
Mutations occur all the time, often as
a result of mistakes made in copying
the DNA for new cells as they
reproduce.

Week 4
Inheritance in action
Some characteristics are controlled by a single gene. Each gene may have
different forms called alleles.
The genes present, or genotype, operate at a molecular level to develop
characteristics that are expressed as a phenotype.
A dominant allele is expressed if only present on one chromosome.
A recessive allele is only expressed if present on both chromosomes.
If the two alleles present are the same the person is homozygous for that
trait, but if the alleles are different they are heterozygous.
A Punnett square can be constructed to predict the outcome of a monohybrid cross.

Inheritance in action

Human body cells contain 23 pairs of chromosomes.
22 pairs control characteristics only. The 23rd pair carries
the genes that determine sex.

In females the sex chromosomes are the same (XX); in
males the chromosomes are different (XY).

Subject: Separate Science-Biology

Term: 5

Revision

Topic: Inheritance, variation and evolution

Week 5

Week 6
Inherited disorders

Ensure you can define all the key terms for the AP this week:
Polydactyly is when a baby is born with extra fingers or toes, caused by a dominant allele.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sexual reproduction Asexual reproduction –
Gametes –
Haploid –
Fertilisation Mitosis –
Meiosis –
Pollination –
Variation –
Gene –
Chromosome –
DNA –
Genome –
Nucleotide –
Mutations –
Allele –
Genotype –
Phenotype –
Heterozygous –
Homozygous –
Dominant allele –
Recessive allele –

Cystic fibrosis is a genetic disorder that affects many
organs in the body particularly, the lungs, the digestive
system, and the reproductive system. It affects the cell
membrane, affecting the movement of certain
substances from one side to the other. As a result, the
mucus made by cells in many areas of the body
become thick and sticky, clogging up organs. It is
caused by a recessive allele.

Curing genetic disorders:
So far scientists have no way of curing genetic disorders, even those that are very serious
and can shorten lives. Scientists hope that genetic engineering will be the answer,

Subject: Separate Science-Biology

Term: 5

Screening for genetic disorders
Screening embryos
To screen an embryo or fetus, you first need to harvest
some cells from the developing individual. There are two
main methods by which this is done once pregnancy is
underway – amniocentesis and chronic villus sampling.

Topic: Inheritance, variation and evolution

Week 7
Useful sites:
Kerboodle –

• Amniocentesis – is carried out a t 15-16 weeks of
pregnancy and involves taking fluid from around the
developing fetus. This fluid contains fetal cells which
can then be used for genetic screening.

BBC Bitesize –
• Chronic villus sampling – is done earlier, between 10
and 12 weeks pregnant. A small sample of sample
tissue is taken from the placenta.

Both of these have risks including miscarriage.
New methods, where the mothers blood is screened is
much more promising and less invasive.
• Another alternative taken by some couples with an
inherited disorder in the family is for embryos
produces by IVF to be tested before they are
implanted into the mother, so only babies without
that disorder are born.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z9pkmsg/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zg8f4qt/revision/1
YouTube –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fh9b6a3DLQ&list=PL9IouNCPbCxWt28Bifo2jK9xn-ym956sf
Physics and Maths tutor –
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcseaqa/inheritance-variation-evolution/

Subject: Separate Science-Chemistry Term: 5

Topic: Organic Chemistry

Week 1-2
Crude Oil
Crude oil is a dark, smelly liquid formed over millions of years from the remains of tiny
ancient sea animals and plants. It is a mixture of many different carbon compounds.
Nearly all of the compounds in crude oil are compounds containing only hydrogen and
carbon. These compounds are called hydrocarbons.
Crude oil can be split into different fractions to make
them more useful, through a process of distillation.
Alkanes make up the majority of hydrocarbons and
all of their names end in ‘-ane.’ They are described as
saturated as they only have single bonds. The
general formula for an alkane is CnH(2n+2).
Fractional distillation
In fractional distillation crude oil is
separated into hydrocarbons with
similar boiling points, called fractions.
Crude oil is heated and fed into the
bottom of a tall tower (a fractionating
column) as hot vapour. The column is
hot at the bottom and cooler at the top.
The gases move up the column and the
hydrocarbons condense when they
reach the temperature of their boiling
points. We can then collect the different
fractions at the different levels.

Week 3-4
Burning hydrocarbon fuels
Complete combustion is when a fuel is burnt in plenty of oxygen, as they burn
hydrocarbons release a lot of energy to the surroundings. Complete combustion always
leads to the production of carbon dioxide and water, the fuel is fully oxidised.
Propane + oxygen  Carbon dioxide + Water
In incomplete combustion there is not enough oxygen and so instead all of the carbon in
the fuel turns into not only carbon dioxide, but also carbon monoxide (CO) is formed
which is a very toxic gas.
Cracking hydrocarbons
Some hydrocarbon chains are so long that they are useless to us. So we can break them
down into smaller more useful ones in a process called cracking.
Cracking takes place over a hot catalyst or mixed with steam and heated to a very high
temperatures. The hydrocarbons are cracked as thermal decomposition reactions take
place.

Alkenes
Alkenes, unlike alkanes, are unsaturated hydrocarbons because they contain a C=C group.
The C=C grouping is an example of a functional group. A functional group gives a ‘family’
of organic compounds their characteristic reactions. A ‘family’ of organic compounds is
called a homologous series. The general formula for the alkene series is:
CnH2n

Subject: Separate Science-Chemistry Term: 5

Topic: Organic Chemistry

Week 5-6
Reactions of the alkenes
Alkenes can be combusted;
Alkenes can react with hydrogen;
𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡
Ethene + oxygen  carbon dioxide + water
Pentene + hydrogen
Pentane
Alkenes can be added together;
C H +H C H
5 10

2

5 12

Alkenes can react water;
𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡

Ethene + steam
ethanol
C2H4 + H2O C5H5OH

Alkenes can react with halogens:
Ethene + Bromine  Dibromoethane
C2H4 + Br2  C2H4Br2
Structure of alcohols, carboxylic acids and esters

The ‘alcohol’ group has a functional group of
–OH. Where a hydrogen from an alkane is replaced with the functional group. E.g:

The ‘carboxylic acid’ group has a functional
group of –COOH. E.g:

The ‘esters’ are closely related to the carboxylic acids
and look like:

Additional notes

Subject: Separate Science- Physics

Term: 5

Topic: Waves, sound waves and refraction

Week 1-2

Wave Basics
When waves travel through a medium, they transfer energy (and not matter).
Frequency – number of complete waves passing a certain point each second.
Period – amount of time it takes for a complete wave to pass a point.
Amplitude – maximum displacement of
a point on a wave from its rest position.
Wavelength – amount of time it takes
for a complete wave to pass a point
Longitudinal waves

Transverse waves
Oscillations perpendicular (at 90°) to
direction of energy transfer.

Oscillations parallel to direction energy
transfer.

Measuring the sound of speed
Speaker attached to signal generator
of specific frequency.
Move one microphone until waves line
up. Distance between microphones is
now equal to one wavelength.

Use the wave equation to calculate speed

Refraction

Refraction – when a wave change direction as it crosses a boundary between two
materials at an angle to the normal.
Slows down

Wavelength decreases

Bends towards normal

Speeds up

Wavelength increases

Bends away from normal

Wave refracts

3 types of transverse waves:
1. Ripples in water
2. Electromagnetic waves (e.g. light)
3. Waves on a string

1 type of longitudinal wave:
1. Sound waves

The wave equation
Wave speed – speed at which a wave transfers energy (or speed the wave moves at).
V = fλ
Where:
v = wave speed in m/s
f = frequency in hertz, Hz
λ = wavelength in m

Subject: Separate Science- Physics

Wave Properties

Term: 5
Wave properties

Topic: Waves

Week 3 -4

Properties

The nature of waves
Required practical

There are different types of waves:
• Mechanical waves – like sound waves
or water waves. This type travel
through a medium (a substance)
• Electromagnetic waves – like light
waves or radio waves. This type can
travel through a vacuum.
Transverse waves - The oscillations of a
transverse wave are perpendicular to
the direction in which the waves
transfer.

Longitudinal waves – The oscillations of
a longitudinal wave are parallel to the
direction in which the waves transfer
energy.

Reflection and refraction

Reflection of waves can be investigated using the ripple tank. Each ripple is
called a wavefront because it is the front of each wave as it travels across
the water surface. Incident waves are produced, for example, when dipping
a ruler in water repeatedly. The incident rays may then be reflected off a
barrier.

The bigger the amplitude of the waves, the more
energy the waves carry.
Wavelength – is the distance from one point on the
wave to the equivalent point on the adjacent wave.
Frequency – is the number of waves per second and is
measured in Hertz, Hz.
Wave speed – the speed of the waves is the distance
travelled by each wave every second through a
medium. Energy is transferred by the waves at this
speed.
Wave speed (m/s) = frequency (Hz) x wavelength (m)
Measuring the speed of sound in air:
Speed (m/s) = Distance (m) ÷ Time (s)

Refraction of waves occurs when a plane wave crosses a boundary at a nonzero angle to the boundary causing each wavefront to change speed and
direction.

Subject: Separate Science- Physics

Term: 5

More about waves

Types of wave

Investigating waves

Topic: Waves

Week 5 -6

Sound waves
The ear can detect an enormous range of sound waves of different intensities as well as a wide
range of frequencies, from 20 Hz to about 20 kHz. When a sound wave makes your ear drum
vibrate your ear sends signals to your brain about what you are hearing.
Echo sounding uses pulses of high-frequency sound waves to detect objects in deep water and
deep water to measure water depth below a ship.

The uses of ultrasound
Sound waves above the highest frequency that humans can detect are called ultrasounds. Each
ultrasound wave pulse from the transducer:
• Is partially reflected from the different tissue boundaries in its path
• Returns to the transducer as a sequence of ultrasound waves reflected by the tissue
boundaries, arriving back at different times.
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒, 𝑚/𝑠
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒, 𝑚 =
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒, 𝑠
𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒, 𝑚
= 0.5 × 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 × 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛
Seismic waves
Seismic waves are shock waves created by energy being transferred from the Earth’s core and the movement of tectonic plates.
A seismometer can record and measure the size of seismic waves and display three main types;
• Primary waves (P-Waves) cause the initial tremors lasting about one minute. These are longitudinal waves that push or pull on
material as they move through the Earth.
• Secondary waves (S-waves) cause more tremors a few minutes later. They are transverse waves that travel more slowly than Pwaves. They shake the material that they pass through inside the Earth from side to side.
• Long waves (L-waves) arrive last and cause violent movements on the surface up and down as well as backwards and forwards.
They travel more slowly than P-waves or S-waves, and they only happen in the Earth’s crust.

Subject: Separate Science- Physics Term: 6 week 1

Light
Reflection of light
The law of reflection tells us that the
angle of incidence = the angle of
reflection.
A virtual image is formed at a place
where light rays appear to come from
after they have been reflected (or
refracted). It can’t be projected onto a
screen like the movie images you see at
a cinema. AN image that can seen on a
screen is described as a real image
because it is formed by focusing light
onto the screen.
Specular reflection – is when parallel
light rays are reflected in a singular
direction
Diffuse reflection – is when light rays are
scattered when reflected from a rough
surface.

Topic: Waves - Light

Refraction of light
Refraction
Refraction is the change of direction of a light
wave once is has changes speed.
Refraction rules
Your investigation should show that a light ray:
1. Changes direction towards the normal when
it travels from air into glass. The angle of
refraction (r) is smaller than the angle of
incidence (i).
2. Changes direction away from the normal
when it travels from glass into air. The angle
of refraction (r) is greater than the angle of
incidence (i).

Light and colour
Colour
Colour filters work by
absorbing certain
wavelengths and
transmitting other
wavelengths of white light.

Using lenses
We can use lenses to form real images:

We can also form a virtual image using convex and concave
lenses.
Lenses

A convex lens makes parallel rays convers to a focus. The point where parallel rats are focused to is
the principal focus.
A concave lens makes parallel rays diverge.

Whether the lens is concave or convex, the distance from the centre of the les to the principal focus
is called the focal length of the lens.
𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑎 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠 =

𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

Subject: Geography

Term: 5

Topic: Economic world

Week 1- How are countries classified?
How are countries classified?
A country’s level of development is how far it has grown economically,
technologically and the quality of life people typically have.
Economic factors include income (how much money people earn), how secure
people’s jobs are and standard of living (housing, personal mobility). It also
includes physical factors such as diet, nutrition, fresh water supply, climate,
environmental quality and hazards.
How do we measure a country?
Gross national income (GNI) is a common way of calculating a country’s level of
development. GNI shows the average wealth of the citizens of a country. GNI
allows comparisons to be made between countries. To calculate GNI you add
together the total value of all the goods and services produced by the people
within the country to the income earned from investments that its businesses and
people have made in other countries.
As countries have different population sizes a further calculation needs to be made
in order to make comparisons. This involves dividing the GNI by the population of
the country to arrive at the GNI per capita. Then the value is converted into US
dollars to allow comparisons to be made between countries. Finally, each figure
must be adjusted based on its income. In low-income countries (LICs) goods and
services often cost less than in high-income countries (HICs).
As of 1 July 2016, low-income economies are defined by the World Bank as those
with a GNI per capita of $1,025 or less in 2015. There are 31 countries classified as
LICs.
High-income economies are those with a GNI per capita of $12,476 or more. 78
countries are considered as being HICs.
NEE countries are those in-between.

Week- 2 –World development
What does world development look like?
The pattern of economic development across the globe has significantly changed
over time. There was a clear divide between the rich north and poor south. The
Brandt Line (shown below) was used to mark this divide.
Considerable changes have
occurred since the 1980s. For
example, China is now the world’s
largest economy. The GNI per
capita of some European
countries e.g. Bulgaria and
Hungary is lower than Brazil.
Countries that lie south of the
Brandt line, such as Qatar,
Singapore and Kuwait have some
of the highest incomes.
The map below shows the world in 2015. Most HICs lie in the northern hemisphere,
with the exception of Australia and New Zealand. There are clusters of HICs in
Western Europe, North America, the Middle East (including Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
UAE) and East Asia (including Japan, South Korea and Singapore).

Subject: Geography

Term: 5

Topic: Economic world

Week 2How reliable are economic indicators of development?

Measures of economic development
There are a number of different ways economic development can be
measured. One of the most common is gross national income data (GNI).
However, this data can be very misleading in establishing the level of
economic development of a country, particularly if it is an LIC.
Using the mathematical mean is a crude way of establishing a typical
figure. If there is a significant divide between the earnings of rich and poor
people the income of the more wealthy will skew the GNI. The value of
how hard people work, as is common in LICs and NEEs as many people
work in subsistence farming or in the informal sector, is not included in the
data. Other shortcomings in this data is that is may not be accurate and
people may not tell the truth about their earnings, conflict or natural
disaster can make it very difficult to collect data. Also, large-scale
migration makes it difficult to accurately record population and earnings in
any one place.
Also, GNI data is expressed in US dollars, the value of which changes on a
daily basis. Finally, some countries have underestimated their GNI because
they did not include earnings from certain sectors. For example, Nigeria
did not include revenue from the internet or from entertainment in their
calculations until recently leading to the value of its economy being underestimated.

Week 4- How reliable are social indicators of
development
How is social development measured?
The concept of development is linked to the idea of progress and civilisation.
Obviously, there is more to development than just money! Below are some of the
most important social measures and their limitations.
Literacy Rate – % of people who can read and write
Limitations
It is difficult to carry out surveys in war zones or squatter settlements in LICs
People per doctor – the number of people who rely on a single doctor to meet their
needs
Limitations
In rural areas in NEEs people are using their mobile phones to get medical advice
and this is not included in official data
Infant mortality rate – the number of babies that die within their first year, per 1000
live births
Limitations
Not all births are recorded in poor countries. Also, deaths of children are not always
recorded.
Life expectancy – the average age people can expect to live to
Limitations
Where infant mortality is high the life expectancy for those people who survive
childhood is much higher than the average.
Access to safe water – % of people who have access to water that is safe to drink
without the risk of contracting waterborne diseases such as cholera
Limitations
Water quality can change rapidly as the result of flooding. As water becomes more
expensive in cities less wealthy people may be forced to use unsafe water.

Subject: Geography

Term: 5

Topic: Economic world

Week 5- Why is the Human
Development Index important?
.

Week 5- Why is the Human
Development Index important?
Why is the Human Development Index important?
Social measures of development ought to be factored in to calculate a country’s
overall level of development. Some believe that additional factors such as human
rights and happiness are very important. Political corruption and gender inequality
are used in some studies. With so much data available to us we use composite
measures instead. Composite measures combine several development measures
into one formula. The Human Development Index (HDI) consists of three elements.
These are:
income
life expectancy
education
HDI per capita is used as an estimated measure of wealth. Life expectancy is the
average number of years a person can expect to live. The average number of years
of schooling is used in an education index. The three parts are processed to produce
a number between 0 and 1.
The world’s highest-and lowest-scoring countries in 2015 are shown below:
Norway = 0.944
Australia = 0.933
Switzerland = 0.917
Central African Republic = 0.341
Democratic Republic of Congo = 0.338
Niger = 0.337

Subject: Geography

Term: 5

Topic: Economic world

Week 6 & 7- Development, population change

and the demographic transition model
What
. are the characteristics of countries with different levels of development?
Birth and death rates are also used as social development indicators. As HICs have
developed their birth and death rates have decreased over time. This data has been
used to develop a model showing how population changes as a country develops.
This is known as the demographic transition model (DTM). This model is shown
below:

In stage 1 (high stationary) birth rates and death rates are very high. This is largely
due to poor health care provision, a lack of contraception and the need for large
families as infant mortality rates are very high.
Low-income countries (LICs) are typically at stage 2 of the demographic transition
model. Death rates are falling due to global approaches to tackling malnutrition and
disease. Birth rates remain high due to high infant mortality rates, some children will
not survive so families are large, a lack of contraception and children are needed to
earn money working.
Newly emerging economies (NEEs) are mostly found in stage 3 of the demographic
transition model. Birth rates are rapidly declining as fewer people live a subsistence
lifestyle (growing their own food to survive) so children are not needed to work the
land. Contraception is also widely available due to improvements in healthcare.

Week 6 & 7- Development, population change

and the demographic transition model
High-income countries are typically found in stage 4 of the demographic transition
model. This is because improvements in healthcare and lifestyle lead to low death
rates. The improved status of females means more women have careers and have
fewer children. Childcare is also expensive! The most developed countries are in
stage 5 where birth rates fall below death rates. Japan and Germany are examples of
where this is the case.
Sometimes there are anomalies in these patterns. This is because birth and/or death
rates may suddenly increase as the result of a natural disaster or war. Also, some
high-income countries are experiencing an increase in death rates due to an ageing
population (a greater proportion of elderly people).
What causes rapid population growth in developing countries?
Rapid population growth occurs in LICs in stage 2 of the demographic transition
model due to high natural increase. A population explosion occurs during this stage
as shown in the model above. This is because the death rates are falling but birth
rates remain high. The UK experienced a population explosion as it entered stage 2
in the 1800s. India, however, experienced it between 1950 and 2000.
As countries across the world develop the rate of global population increase is
slowing and is expected to peak at 9 billion people in around 2050.
How does rapid population growth have an impact on development?
Overpopulation, caused by rapid population growth, puts immense pressure on land
and resources. It can cause falling incomes, land degradation (e.g. desertification)
and reduced health and happiness.
Overpopulation is rarely the sole cause of problems associated with population
growth. For example, in Ethiopia during the 1980s the country experienced a major
famine. However, this was not just caused by rapid population growth, drought and
civil war also contributed to the problems experienced at this time.
Rapid population growth can also bring many positives. As countries develop
economically there is a growth in demand for people to work in growing industries.

Subject: History

Term: 5 and 6 Topic: Depth Study: Norman England (KQ 1 and 2)

Week 7-12

Week 1-7
Key question 1: How did William conquer England?

Key question 3: How did most people live in Norman England?

Edward the Confessor, last Saxon king of England, died on 5 January without a male heir. This
caused a succession crisis. The Witan elected Harold Godwinson, but others also wanted to
claim the throne:
1. Harold Godwinson: England’s most powerful earl (Wessex) and brother in law to the late
king. Claimed the king promised the crown to him.
2. Edgar Aetheling: The late king’s nephew, but only 15 years of age
3. Harald Hardrada: King of Norway, who wanted to claim the throne on behalf of his late
father Magnus.
4. William, Duke of Normandy: A distant cousin of the late king, who also stated that the
king had promised him the throne.

Most people were village folk. They lived in clusters of houses controlled by a manor house
and a lord of the manor. The church was also a very important building in the village.
People worked the land, had long days of hard labour and usually short lives. While 90%
were peasants, there were other jobs, such as bailiffs, priests, millers etc.
The peasant year was organised around the seasons, harvests and growing of crops. People
had a plain diet and a poor harvest was a disaster, which caused starvation for a year to
come. People also had to pay a tithe to the lord and to the church.
People had new opportunities in towns. They could trade their wares on the markets and
trade metals, salt and wool with far away countries

Battles for England happened all during the year 1066, notably at Fulford Gate, Stamford
Bridge and Hastings.
Key question 2: How did William control England?
The English did not like their new foreign king, so William had to use many methods to keep
order and to control his new country:
1. Feudal System (William changed landownership and the barons now helped him to run
the country
2. William built castles to intimidate and control areas, for example the Welsh border
3. Domesday Book
4. Use of his sons
5. A new legal system with some old and some new laws of punishment for people who
committed crimes (see for example ordeal by combat as a new punishment)
6. Harrying of the North: terror to control people

Many things changed during the Norman conquest, including language, castles, laws and
land.

.

Further reading and research:
Reading:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zdvdmp3/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z87vdmn/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z97vdmn/revision/3
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z9g2ycw/revision/2
Viewing:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGDu-_vi8sg (how William controls England)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bxpTxuPTklA (life after the Norman conquest)

Subject: History

Term: 5 & 6

Topic: Migration, Empires and the People
Week 7-12

Week 1-6
Key Content

Key Content

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

The impact of world wars meant Britain was no longer on the world’s stage and
man countries began to create their own industries/supplies. By the end of WWII,
many British colonies were demanding independence.
In August 1947 India became independent, with help from campaigners such as
Mohandas Gandhi.
The Suez Crisis in 1956 was a further huge blow to the British Empire. Talks failed,
and the US were disappointed that Britain had not informed them of their
planned invasion of the canal. Britain could no longer preserve their interests if
others disapproved.
In 1957 the Gold Coast (Ghana) became independent
In 1963 Kenya became independent.
The end of WWII signaled another change to the British Empire and migration
within in.
June 1948, the Windrush boat arrived in London with 492 people from Jamaica
who wanted a new life. Thousands more followed – they became known as the
‘Windrush generation.’

Key Questions:
-Why did some colonies demand independence from British rule?
-What was the Suez Crisis and what was the impact of Britain?
-What was the ‘Windrush generation’ and why did they migrate to Britain?

•

Several colonies remained as part of the British Empire, one of those was a group
is islands in the south Atlantic Ocean – the Falkland Islands. In 1982, Britain
fought hard to keep them when Argentina invaded.
After WWII, European leaders were determine to avoid another war – they
joined forces to develop Europe peacefully. Britain had been long divided over its
relationship with Europe, but it joined the European Economic Community
(renamed as the European Union in 1992) in 1973. Britain has a referendum in
2016, the result is 52% against 48% to leave the EU. Britain left the EU in 2020.

Key Questions:
-Why did Argentina invade the Falklands and what impact did this have?
-Why did many European countries want to increase cooperation between
themselves in the 1950s?
-What was the EU and how has migration to, from and within the EU changed since
its creation?

Subject: Spanish

Terms: 5&6 Topic: Viva AQA GCSE; Módulo 6: De Costumbre Theme 1- Identity and Culture

Term 5 Week 3 & 4 -

Term 5 Week 1 & 2 •
•
•
•
•

Describing different meal times
Using food related verbs
Talking about daily routine
Looking at reflexive verbs- ARSE/IRSE
Using SOLER + infinitive structure

This is CORE vocabulary for this topic.
•
•
•
•
•

REMEMBER LITTLE AND
OFTEN IS KEY!

Talking about illnesses and injuries
Asking for help at the pharmacy
Using the verb DOLER
Practicing using the DESDE HACE structure
Giving instructions using TIENE QUE/ HAY QUE

This is CORE vocabulary for this topic.
REMEMBER TO PRACTISE THOSE
RANDOM WORDS! THIS
VOCABULARY WILL LIKELY POP UP
TO ‘TRICK’ YOU!

.

https://quizlet.com
/224542990/aqaviva-gcse-spanishmodule-6-flashcards/

Make sure you practise
to be able to use and
recognise the vocab.
Practise using ‘look,
cover, write, check’. Add
other things you may
wish to say to your list.

https://quiz
let.com/22
4542990/aq
a-viva-gcsespanishmodule-6flash-cards/

www.conjuguemos.com

Subject: Spanish

Terms: 5&6 Topic: Viva AQA GCSE; Módulo 6: De Costumbre Theme 1- Identity and Culture

Term 5 Week 7-

Term 5 Week 5 & 6 • Talking about typical food
• Spotting words that signify increase/decrease
• Practicing different quantities and containers

This is CORE vocabulary for this topic.
•
•
•
•

REMEMBER LITTLE AND
OFTEN IS KEY!

Using the passive
Avoiding the passive
Comparing different festivals
Practicing question words

This is CORE vocabulary for this
topic.
Practise MAKES perfect! Make
flash cards, use online tools,
test friends, RECALL these
quickly and regularly 

.

https://quizlet.com
/224542990/aqaviva-gcse-spanishmodule-6-flashcards/

Subject: Spanish

Terms: 5&6 Topic: Viva AQA GCSE; Módulo 6: De Costumbre Theme 1- Identity and Culture

La Comida- Vocabulary
There is a lot of food and drink vocabulary for this module. It is dotted through the Knowledge Map but you can find it here too!
Obviously there are plenty more pieces of vocabulary linked to food, but here is the vocabulary from the text book 

Subject: Business Studies

Term: 5

Topic: Understanding external influences

Week 2 – Technology and business

Week 1 – Stakeholders
Stakeholders are individuals or groups of people who are affected by the actions of a
business.
Owners – want profit, dividends and growth
Managers – want bonuses and company performance & good pay
Employees – want good pay and conditions & job security
Suppliers – want regular orders
Government – wants low unemployment and stable economy
Local community – want local jobs, investment but reduced nuisance e.g. traffic and
pollution
Pressure groups – want to influence decisions and actions to ensure company is ethical
Customers – want value for money

Technology drives change in many industries as it creates new opportunities that can
encourage growth. Being able to invest in the latest technology can enable businesses to
retain their competitive advantage and maintaining customer loyalty.
Technology that influences business






E-commerce
M-commerce
Electronic payment systems – google pay, contactless etc!
Social media
Digital communication

Stakeholders can influence the decisions as they all have different perspectives e.g.
Employees are unhappy with management decisions– leads to bad customer service –
therefore poor customer satisfaction – impacts reputation – therefore lower sales – this
means there is a chance employee pay may be reduced

As you can see some of the stakeholders can be linked! They can also impact business
performance and so a business must consider
their effects
impacton
and
actions carefully.
Positive
stakeholders
can include:
Conflict!
Shareholders
want higher
dividends

Shareholders can have
conflicting interest which
can impact decisions

+ customers gaining quality p/s
+ employees having secure employment
+jobs being generated in the community
+shareholders receiving dividends
Negative effects can include:
- local community suffering because of pollution/traffic
-shareholders lose investment
-pressure groups protest and damage the company's
reputation

.

Technology can influence:
Sales – if you have innovative products and are the first to market you can gain first-mover
advantage! This means you gain a larger share of the market as customers come to you first

Costs – investing in the newest technology will incur a higher cost. However if you don't keep
up then your products or services may become obsolete risking business failure. Investing in
technology may also improve your efficiency and reduce your costs in the long-term!
Marketing mix – each element of the marketing mix can be effected by technology!
Place – e-commerce and m-commerce have changed purchasing habits and
expectations: customers want products to be able to be delivered quickly!
Price – new technology can improve efficiency therefore reducing your costs
Promotion – can reach target market in a more targeted way due to cookies
Product – investing in new technology can help improve quality and variety to meet customer
Cookies are small pieces of code that are added to
needs!

users' web browsers as they visit different websites.
This helps track their preferences!

Subject: Business Studies

Term: 5

Topic: Understanding external influences

Week 3 – Principles of consumer law

Week 4 – Principles of employment
law

Consumer law governs how businesses and customers interact.
The purpose of this legislation is to protect consumers and
businesses must comply.

Principles of consumer law

The Consumer Rights Act (2015)
Goods and services should be as
stated. Right to return. Delivery
within 30 days. Repairs within 30
days should be provided.
The Consumer Protection Act
(1987)
The products and services should
be safe for use

Everything
should be
done safely

Products sold
to consumers
should be of a
good standard
and quality

Businesses
should give full
information
about P&S

Terms of
contracts should
be fair

Employment law governs how a business interacts with its
employees. The purpose of this legislation is to protect
employees and businesses must comply.

Consumers
have the right
to return goods
Services should
be provided
with
reasonable care

Principles of employment law
Disciplinary
issues should
be dealt with
fairly

Recruitment
procedures
should be fair
to all.

Redundancy
processes
should also be
fair

Health and
safety
requirements
should be met

Groups of
people should
not face
discrimination

Employees pay
should meet the
minimum wage and
be fair

Impact of employer law:

-

Benefits of Consumer law:
-

Impact of Consumer law:

-

Must stay up to date

-

Can be costly to make necessary changes
when laws change

-

If don’t comply can generate a bad
reputation

-

If a business is compliant it leave less
room for them to be sued

-

-

If they go above the legislation
requirements this can be positive for
reputation

Benefits of employment law:
-

-

Improved relationships with stakeholders

-

Less attention from pressure groups

-

-

Consumers can take legal action against
businesses

Meeting health and safety regulations can be
costly for businesses
Paying the national living wage will increase
costs
If you do not comply you face legal action and
low motivation from employees which can
impact productivity and therefore unit costs.

-

Compliant business can have a reputation of a
good employer
Employee retention will be high – more will
stay
Employees will be happier and more
motivated therefore more productive

Meeting the laws:
-Increases costs
- Have to buy
equipment
- Might need
licenses
- Pay could
increase
- Administratio
n costs
increase
- Training may
be needed

Health and Safety at work Act 1974

Safety measures should be in place
that protect employees.
Equality Act 2010
Discrimination against groups should
not occur whether by race, sex, age,
disability etc
National minimum wage
A minimum rate of pay that can be
expected

Subject: Business Studies

Term: 5

Topic: Understanding external influences

Week 5 – The economy and business

Week 6 – Unemployment and
inflation

The economic climate is the level of spending and
demand within the economy. Factors that can impact this
are: economic activity and interest rates.
Why might demand change?

The level of demand in the
economy comes from
consumers, government,
businesses and overseas.
When demand rises, sales
increase therefore risk
decreases

-

Level of economic activity – if there is a
recession economic activity will decrease

-

Interest rates – if an interest rate decreases
then people borrowing finance will increase

-

Changes to exchange rates – if the pound

-

Consumer income decreases

-

Tax increases or decreases

When demand falls, sales
decrease therefore risk
increases

Impact of high demand and economic
activity:
 Income rises
 Inflation may rise
 The pound becomes stronger
 Interest rates rise
 Unemployment often falls

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
the total monetary or market value
of all the finished goods and services
produced within a country's borders
in a specific time period

Impact of low demand and economic
activity
 Consumer income falls
 Unemployment might rise
 Interest rates might fall
 The pound can become weaker

Unemployment = when people are willing and able to work but cannot
find work
Unemployment impacts business as:
1. Less people being paid = less money to be spent on business
products and services
2. More unemployed people means there is a larger pool of potential
employees
3. Revenue often falls
Inflation
The change in the average price
level of prices in the economy. It is
. measured using the consumer price
index (CPI) It measures the change
in the price of food, housing clothing
and other products

A business will have to decide
whether or not to absorb the
increased costs caused by
inflation, lowering their own
profit margin OR pass the
increase on to consumers by
raising their prices

How does inflation impact businesses?
If inflation rises it means prices are rising.
This means that costs increase for a business which can
impact profit.
It also means that consumers costs rise which means
they have less disposable income to spend on extra
products and services

Subject: Business Studies

Term: 5

Topic: Understanding external influences

Week 7 – Interest & exchange rates
An interest rate is the percentage reward or payment over time that a
business or individual pays on borrowed amounts or is rewarded for
saving.
Working out Interest on loans=
Total repayment – Borrowed amount
Borrowed amount

x100

The cost of borrowing
Entrepreneurs don’t often have the capital necessary
to start up their business. They may need extra
finance.

This could be a loan or an overdraft.
Interest rates are higher on OVERDRAFTS than LOANS

Fixed and variable interest rates:
Fixed rates stay the same
Variable rates change over time

What happens if interest rates
fall?
 Customers are more likely to
spend money
 Businesses may borrow more
finance to expand
 Businesses should have more
revenue and a better cash flow

What happens if interest rates rise?
Calculating EXCHANGE RATES
 Customers will spend less if interest rates increase
 Businesses on a variable rate may struggle to pay
their debts which could lead to insolvency!
 Small businesses are less likely to take out loans
and may wait to expand
Fall in value of the £ - EXCHANGE RATES
Good for UK exporters as sales increase
Good for UK tourism as it is cheaper to holiday so tourism
increases
Good for UK businesses as imports become more expensive
Bad for UK businesses as costs rise

Find the ratio e.g. £1 = $2

Week 7 – External Influences
Businesses need to adapt to internal and external
changes in order to survive.
Opportunities
- Increase in economic activity
- New technology
- Lower interest rates
- New legislation
Responses to external influences
. Invest in new tech to compete with

competitors and gain a competitive
advantage
Stop producing obsolete products

Threats
- New legislation – it may increase
costs
- New tech that makes your
products obsolete
- New competitors
Cut investment and spending if
economic activity is low
(recession
Lower prices to make it difficult for new
competitors to enter
Recruit new employees and expand when
economic activity increases

Multiply the cost or the good by
this ratio
e.g. £250 x 2 = $500
This would then be the reverse
for imports given the above
exchange rate

Sometimes a business may ignore changes in the external environment as
they cannot afford to adapt to every change. They must evaluate which are
necessary changes that could lead to failure if not met.
SWOT Analysis – strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats!
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Recap on Manufacturing

Keywords

Topic: Manufacturing

Week 1

Subject: GCSE D&T

Term:5

Types of Metals / Plastic
Types of Metals

https://youtu.be/TG3O6F3YxwU

Topic: Materials & Working Properties

Week 2-3
Plastic - Thermoplastic https://youtu.be/gUNae3XT628
Natural &
M
Manufactured Boards
Woods – Man-made
• MDF
• Chipboard
• Plywood
• Hardwood
Hardwoods
•
Oak
•
Mahogany
•
Beech
•
Ash
Softwood
•
Pine
Plastics
•
Acrylic
•
Polypropylene
•
HIPs
•
LDPE
•
HDPE
•
Urea Formaldehyde

Material Properties
• Strength
• Elasticity
• Ductility
• Malleability
• Hardness
• Toughness
Metals
•
Aluminum
•
Mild Steel
•
Stainless Steel
•
Cast Iron
•
Copper
•
Brass

Composites
• Carbon Fibre
• GRP Fibreglass
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Week 3-4
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Forces & Stresses
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Week 5

Subject: GCSE D&T
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Topic: Materials & Working Properties

Week 3-4
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Materials

Topic: Energy, Materials, Systems and Devices

Week 6
M Devices
Mechanical

Forces and Stresses
• Tension
• Compression
• Bending
• Torsion
• Shear
The modifications of properties
• Seasoning
• Annealing
• Addition of stabilisers
Improving functionality of materials
• Lamination
• Bending / Folding
• Webbing
• Fabric interfacing

Subject: Drama
Theatre Roles and Responsibilities

Term: 5

Topic: Understanding Drama

Section A

Performer - A performer might be an actor, singer or dancer, whose job is to perform within
a production. They will usually audition in front of the director and a casting director to get
their part. They begin their work in the rehearsal room with the director, before performing
on stage in front of an audience. They must ensure to maintain a high-quality performance
each night, during the run of the show.

Section A
Theatre Roles and Responsibilities

Director - A director is responsible for the overall creative vision of the show. They have to
bring the different elements of the production together to produce a cohesive final
production, having meetings with the design team at various stages during a production.
They will also direct the performers and help them develop their characters in rehearsals
ahead of the final performance.

Lighting Designer - Responsible for designing the lighting within a production, working
closely with the director and the design team to create lighting states for atmosphere and
mood on stage. The lighting designer will often have an initial idea about how the lighting
will look for a show and will then make adjustments during the rehearsal process. Once
their design work is complete, technicians will rig and programme the lights.

Playwright - A playwright is responsible for writing a play. Some are commissioned by
theatre companies or producers and others write plays and submit them speculatively.
Usually they will have written the play well in advance of rehearsals, but small changes can
be made as the show develops. Occasionally, playwrights are present during the entire
rehearsal process and they watch the performers work with the director to develop ideas,
making notes and writing the script organically.

Sound Designer - Responsible for designing the use of sound within a production, eg
sound effects or music, working with the director to create and develop sound that
enhances a production. They will also advise the director on whether the production
requires microphones and other technical equipment.

Understudy - An understudy is a performer who learns the lines and blocking of a regular
performer in a production, so that if the regular performer is ever unable to perform, eg
due to illness or injury, the understudy can cover their part. Sometimes, they may take a
smaller role within a production, while covering one of the lead roles. When an understudy
goes on to perform a lead role, a performer called a swing will cover the understudy’s part.
Set Designer - Responsible for designing the set, working closely with the director and the
design team to create the world of the show. They may begin by providing the director with
a concept, before moving on to the technical drawing stage. Once the design is complete,
the set is constructed and completed by various departments that specialise in materials
such as metal, wood and paint.

Costume Designer - Responsible for designing the costume, hair and make-up for a
production, working closely with the design team to ensure that the costumes match the
style of the show. They will often create designs ahead of the production being cast and
can then make changes once they have met the performers. The costume designer works
closely with the costume department, who are responsible for making the outfits and
wigs.
Puppet designer- Responsible for designing puppets within a production. They must
ensure that puppets match the set and costume design and general aesthetic of the
show. They must also ensure that the puppets work efficiently when operated.

Subject: Drama
Theatre Roles and Responsibilities

Term: 5

Topic: Understanding Drama

Section A

Technician - There are many different types of technicians involved in theatre. They may
be involved in rigging the lighting, sound equipment and set. They may also operate
technical equipment during a show, controlling lighting, sound or other aspects of the set,
eg trucks.
Theatre manager - A theatre manager is responsible for the front of house team and is
usually a permanent employee of a theatre building. They ensure the smooth running of a
performance by looking after the audience.
Stage manager - A stage manager is responsible for backstage during a production. They
usually lead a stage management team of a deputy stage manager, assistant stage
managers and a company stage manager, and they are involved from before the first
rehearsal until after the show has finished. They organise the rehearsal schedule and sit in
the rehearsal room making notes that need to be passed onto the design team. During the
run of a show, they are responsible for organisational aspects, such as setting props and
calling the show.

Stage Directions
USR – Upstage Right
USL – Upstage Left
DSC – Downstage Centre
CS Centre Stage
CSR Centre Stage Right
CSL Centre Stage Left
DSR Down Stage Right
DSL Down Stage Left
DSC Down Stage Centre

Section A
Types of Staging
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Section B: Blood Brothers

Historical Context
The city was once a centre of industry with a thriving port which attracted workers from
many regions, particularly Ireland and Wales.
The city was bombed during the Second World War.
After the Second World War, particularly in the 1970s and 1980s, Liverpool’s economy
began to fail.
Housing for poorer communities was built in redeveloped areas of the city
In 1960s and 1970s Liverpool was associated with a thriving music and youth culture.
Political Context: Margaret Thatcher
One of Thatcher’s central political beliefs was that success came to those who chose to
work hard. In Blood Brothers, Russell contradicts this view. He shows a divided society by
having Mickey and Edward attend very different schools and live in different houses. That
money and influential connections are necessary to become successful is written into the
play. Mickey's failure, despite his good character and hard work, is the basis of the tragedy
in the drama.

Key Themes in the Play.
Coming of Age – The play follows two baby boys from birth to manhood showing how
they change as they grow up.
Nature vs Nurture – An ongoing debate through the play. The play prompts the audience
to question whether Edward has been more influenced by external forces or by his
biological make-up.
Wealth, Status and Class Division – The Lyons represent success and the Johnstones
represent the working class.
Superstition – A recurring theme throughout the play. Mrs Lyons plays on Mrs Johnstones
belief in superstitions.
Plot Summary
Blood Brothers, a musical by Liverpudlian playwright Willy Russell, revolves around twin
boys (Mickey and Edward) who are separated at birth and brought up in completely
different environments in the city. The play, set in the 1960s, is divided into two acts, with
songs throughout.

Social Context
Social class Family and friendship for characters from two different social classes form the
heart of the play. Russell shows how wealth brings privilege, even down to the way the
Johnstone's and the Lyons are treated differently by the law.
The individual and society: In the play Russell illustrates the influence that society has on
individuals, in their education, behaviour and the opportunities they have.
Nature vs. Nurture: The 'nature versus nurture' debate is about how much a persons life is
determined by their inherited genetics (their 'nature') and how much is determined by the
environment they grow up in ('nurture'). The boys are identical twins and so the difference
in the way their lives turn out must be a result of their different upbringings and social
positions. Russell uses the twins idea to persuade us that attitudes in society influence
peoples lives more than their individual efforts at wanting to do well.

Mickey is brought up with his seven older siblings by his struggling single mother, Mrs
Johnstone. His twin brother, Edward, however is brought up as the only child of the
wealthy Lyons family, who live nearby, after Mrs Lyons persuaded Mrs Johnstone to hand
over one of her twins at birth. Mickey and Edward don’t meet each other until they’re
seven years old, but immediately become best friends and blood brothers. The bond
continues when the boys are teenagers and both live in the countryside, despite them
both being in love with Mickey’s neighbour Linda. However, as they get older, the huge
difference in their backgrounds pulls them apart and eventually leads to their tragic
deaths.
Written during a period of huge changes in society and politics, Blood Brothers draws the
audience’s attention to the detrimental effect that social inequality can have on people’s
lives.
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Topic: Blood Brothers

Section B: Blood Brothers

Who are the key characters?
Mrs Johnstone – The mother of both Mickey and Edward and seven other children. She is
a working class woman who does not have a lot of money. She works hard to provide for
her family and is employed by Mrs Lyons as a cleaner.
Mickey – Is the son of Mrs Johnstone, he likes to platy with his friends and looks up to his
older brother.
Edward – Is the biological son of Mrs Johnstone however he is brought up by Mr and Mrs
Lyons as their own son. Edward has a privileged background and is a very well mannered
and polite boy.
Sammy – Is Mickey’s older brother and son of Mrs Johnstone. He is often getting into
trouble.
Linda – Is the love interest of the play. She is the same age as Mickey and Edward and
begins the play as their friend.
Mrs Lyons - Is a wealthy upper-class woman. She is infertile and when her cleaner, Mrs
Johnstone falls pregnant with twins, she asks for one of her babies. She raises Edward as
her own.
Mr Lyons – Is the husband to Mrs Lyons and a successful businessman. Mrs Lyons
pretends she got pregnant before he went away on a long business trip.
The Narrator – A hugely important figure. He provides crucial information about the
narrative and about the characters throughout. The narrator takes different smaller roles
as well such as the Milkman and the Bus Conductor.

Can you identify the
key moments in these
pictures?
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Tackling Section B

Using your knowledge of the play to answer the written paper: Section B
You will be given an extract from the play and then you will need to answer four
questions. (Below is a summary of what the questions will be on.)
Question 1: 4 marks (Always a design question linked to context)
Question 2: 8 marks (How would you perform… using physical and vocal skills)
Question 3: 12 marks (How would you perform… using physical and vocal skills to show an
effect… linked to one part of the extract)
Question 4: 20 marks (How would you perform… using physical and vocal skills to show…
how does this link to the rest of the play)
KEY PHRASES
“To communicate to the audience…….”
“I would show this by using…”
“The actor would…”
“The designer used…”
You must use as much key terminology from the boxes on the next page as possible in
all your answers to be able to access all of the grading criteria.

CHARACTER
ROLE
PURPOSE
CASTING
APPEARANCE
AGE
BUILD
COLOURING
SOCIAL CONTEXT
GENDER
RELATIONSHIPS
INTERACTION
STATUS
ATTITUDE
MOTIVATION
TEXT
MEANING
GENRE
PERIOD &
CONTEXT
CONVENTIONS
STRUCTURE
EXPOSITION
PLOT
DENOUMENT
SUB TEXT
THEMES
ISSUES
ATMOSPHERE
CLIMAX
TEXTUAL
DEMANDS
MONTAGE
NARRATION

PHYSICAL SKILLS/
ACTION
MOVEMENT
GAIT
POSTURE
GESTURE
PACE
TENSION
MANNERISM
RHYTHM
TEMPO
FACIAL EXPRESSION
INTERACTION
MIME
EXAGGERATION
PHYSICALITY
STILLNESS
LEVELS
USE OF SPACE
CHOREOGRAPHY

VOCAL SKILLS
VOLUME
PACE
PITCH
INTONATION
RHYTHM
TONE
DIALECT
ACCENT
MANNERISM
PAUSE
SILENCE
CONTRAST
NARRATION
VERSE
TIMING
SONG
PHRASING
EMOTIONAL
RANGE

SETTING
SPACE
STAGING FORM
RELATIONSHIP TO AUDIENCE
ENVIRONMENT
LOCATION
PERIOD
GENRE
TEXTUAL DEMANDS
SET DRESSING
SHAPE
SCALE
MATERIALS
COLOUR & TEXTURE
DURABILITY
SYMBOLISM
ATMOSPHERE
LEVELS
IMAGERY
STAGE MACHINERY

DESIGN ELEMENTS
LIGHTING= SPACE / INTENSITY / COLOUR / TIMING & PACE / ATMOSPHERE /
CONVENTIONS / FOCUS / LANTERNS / GELS OR FILTERS / SPECIAL EFFECTS /
TEXTURE / SCALE / LINE / SHAPE / BARN DOORS / GOBOS / ANGLE / PROFILE
/ FRESNEL / PARCAN / FLOOD / LED / INTELLIGENT LIGHTING
COSTUME= COLOUR / TEXTURE / FIT / CUT / SHAPE / PERIOD / SYMBOLISM /
ENVIRONMENT / DURABILITY / GENRE / MOVEMENT / ACCESSORIES /
CONTEXT / MASK / MAKE-UP / PERSONAL PROPS
SOUND= VOLUME / PITCH / TONE / PACE / MUSIC / SOUND EFFECT /
SOUNDSCAPE / PERIOD / ENVIRONMENT / MOOD / ATMOSPHERE / SPECIAL
EFFECTS / TIMING / CONTEXT

Subject: GCSE Fine Art

Term: 5&6

Topic: Personal Investigation

AO1
The portfolio is made up of preparatory studies leading to a fully resolved
response, or group of responses. The portfolio represents 100% of the final mark.
AO1: Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating
critical understanding of sources.
Assessment Objective 1 is about developing ideas from a starting
point to a final piece. This is done through mind-mapping, sketches
and studies related to the work of other artists.
You need to analyse and understand these contextual sources, and
develop your ideas in a personal way. Don't just state facts that you
have found out. Relate what you have found out to your own ideas
and experience.

Check List
A relevant mood board of
ideas
A relevant mind map of ideas
At least 3 artist pages (A3)
An artist essay for each artist
studied
Copies of artists’ work

Annotation to explain your
ideas
Make sure you clearly annotate what is your work and
what comes from other sources

Subject: GCSE Fine Art
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Topic: Personal Investigation

AO2
AO2: Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with
appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes.

Check List

.

Assessment Objective 2 is about refining your ideas through selecting
and experimenting with appropriate resources, media, materials,
techniques and processes.
Your choice of resources should be linked to your understanding of the
media and materials used by artists and designers. Practical experience
and experimentation will help you understand the possibilities of
various media and develop your technical skills.

.You don't have to use all the different ideas and methods that you have
explored, but your final work should be developed from or link with
your studies in different media. It is important to show that you have
experimented with processes and techniques, so you should present
your samples and studies carefully in your workbook, journal or on
mounted sheets.
You should make it clear how and why you have selected and used
particular materials and working methods. For example, you could
present examples of artists' work alongside your own studies. You could
explain the connection in written annotations.

Experiments with your observation
studies, in the style of your artists
3 designs in the styles of your artists
Annotation of your work

Presenting your own
work alongside that of
inspirational artists and
designers can help
explain your visual
choices

Subject: GCSE Fine Art
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Topic: Personal Investigation

AO3
AO3:Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as
work progresses
Assessment Objective 3 is about recording your
ideas, observations and insights. These can be
visual, written and in other forms.
You should work from a range of experiences
and stimulus materials, as each of these could
lead you to different ways of developing your
ideas. You should reflect upon your work, and
consider what you have achieved at each stage
and what you will do next.
Evidence
of your understanding and intentions
.
can be shown by the ways you use media,
materials and processes, as well as in the ways
that you develop your ideas, skills and
techniques.

You should demonstrate that you have reflected
on how you developed your ideas. This should
be based on your selection of media, sources
and contextual material. You need to show you
have understood the formal elements in your
own work and that of others. You should also
consider how you could develop your ideas
further on the set brief or theme.

.

Check List
Secondary resources
(internet/ magazines etc.)
Primary resources (your own
photos)
Observation studies
- tonal/ biro
- Colour pencil
- Water colour
- Other (acrylic/ ink/ oil pastel
act)

Annotation of your work

Subject: GCSE Fine Art

Term: 5&6

Topic: Personal Investigation

AO4
AO4: Present a personal and meaningful response that realises
intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual language.
.

Assessment Objective 4 is about presenting a personal, informed and
meaningful response, from your initial research through to the final
piece. You need to demonstrate analytical and critical understanding
as you respond to your theme.

1 final design idea (a small scaled
version of what you hope your final
piece will look like)

To make a meaningful response it is important to demonstrate that
you have selected suitable source material and media. You need to
make connections between your work and suitable contextual
sources. You should record your ideas as you develop them into a
completed final piece.
Organise your projects so that the development of your ideas and the
connections between all the elements of your work are made clear.
There should be a visual 'journey' from your starting point through to
your final piece that demonstrates your understanding of your
particular area(s) of art and design.

Experiments with your observation
studies, in the style of your artists

3 designs in the styles of your artists

You must show that you have understood the theme, and that you
have an understanding of the way artists, designers or craftspeople
work. You need to demonstrate this understanding in your research
and development studies, as well as in your final piece.

.

Check List

Annotation of your work

Your work needs to be personal, so make sure you explain what
the theme or other starting point means to you, and show how
you have developed your own individual visual language

Showing clear links between your starting point, sources and
final piece will help show how successful your project has been
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Annotation
AO2: Annotating your work, ideas and concepts
Annotations are written explanations or critical comments added to
art or design work that record and communicate your thoughts.
•
•
•
•
•
•

analyse the work of an inspirational artist or designer
record a technique
record ideas
explain the thinking behind an idea
analyse the success of a technique, idea or composition
explain how a particular artist or designer’s style or technique has
influenced your work#

To annotate your work successfully, you should explain:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

what you have done and why you did it
how you did it, such as the media and techniques used
why you chose a particular medium or technique
how an artwork or design fits in with your project
what aspects you like
how you could improve the work
what you think you will do next

.
Annotations can be used for your own reference, eg to
make a note of how you achieved a technique, or to
record an idea you might like to try later.
They can also be used to communicate information to
the examiner that will help explain your thoughts and
decision-making processes.
Using annotations can demonstrate evidence of
planning, decision-making and problem-solving ability,
which will all contribute towards your assessment.

Carefully placed annotation can complement your visual work as well as
explaining it
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Annotation
AO2: Annotating your work, ideas and concepts: Vocabulary
Using the correct vocabulary in your annotation will show that you
are developing your knowledge, understanding and skills. Think
about using key terms, such as:
Subject –
• what is shown in the artwork?
• who is it a portrait of?
• what objects are in a still life?
• what is your natural or built environment?
Composition –
. • how are the elements of the work arranged?
• are they close together or far apart?
• what is the overall shape of the composition?
• what viewpoint is it shown from?

Annotations can be added to artwork using
a variety of formats:

Think carefully about how your annotation looks. It should add to your
work and not distract from it.
Make sure handwritten annotation is easy to read. If your handwriting is
messy you might be better printing your notes.
If you want to print notes you should use a font that complements your
images.
Don't feel you have to write in full sentences. Noting key words or
phrases can be just as effective.

• Writing them next to work produced in a
sketchbook
• Writing on tags or post it notes
• Writing them on separate presentation
sheets
• taking photographs of the work at
different stages and tagging the images
with comments

Foreground and background –
• which elements appear close up or further away?
Visual elements –
- how are line, shape, colour, tone, form, texture and pattern used?

Short, simple notes using correct vocabulary can give a clear idea of your
understanding and knowledge

Subject: Health and Social Care
Week 1 – Primary, Secondary, Tertiary
Care

Tertiary care services are
required when a patient
needs more than a
secondary care service
can offer. This is
specialist treatment.
Examples are shown in
the table:

Term: 5

Topic: Health and Social Care Services and Values - Learning Aim A

Secondary care:
specialist areas and
departments;
• Cardiology
• Gynaecology
•
Endocrinology
•
Paediatrics
•
Obstetrics
•
Psychiatry
•
Respiratory
•
Neurology
•
Gastroenterology
•
Haematology
•
Dermatology

Palliative care: (end
of life care)
Aims: manage pain
Manage symptoms
of the disease
Improve quality of
life throughout the
rest of their life
Offer emotional
and spiritual
support to the
individual or family

Week 2 – Allied Health
Professionals/Services for children and
young people
Clinical support: Allied
health professionals are
supported in their roles by
clinical staff.
• Examples include;
prosthetic technician
• Dietetic assistant
• Theatre support
• Dental support worker
• Maternity support worker
• Health care assistant
• Donor carer

Children/young people may need support because;
•
Parents/carer is ill
•
There are family related problems
•
The child may have behavioural issues or profound
additional needs

Someone who works with
children and young people
will need to be able to
communicate well with the
person they are supporting.
Here are some attributes
required by support workers.

Foster care: provides a stable
family life in a safe environment.
Residential care: provide care for
those with complex needs. They
are supported by trained carers
and educational staff.
Youth work: supports young
people with personal and social
development.
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Week 3 – Services for adults/older adults
Informal social care
Informal carers:
• Spouse or
partner
• Son or
daughter
• Friends
• Neighbours
They can
provide a range
of support,
including
personal care
and washing/
dressing. They
do practical jobs
around the
house such as
chores or
errands.

Week 4 –Barriers (physical, sensory,
psychological)
Physical barriers: individuals may struggle to access services.
Accessibility is important to help people overcome physical barriers.
Vision and hearing are both
types of sensory
impairment. These can be a
barrier when accessing
services. Health and social
care providers should make
their services accessible for
those with sensory
difficulties. For example;
they can provide
information in large print
. for the sight impaired or by
using good communication
skills to help the hearing
impaired or learn to use
sign language if possible.

Stigma: When you feel
that others disapprove
of your circumstances
and you have strong
feelings of shame or
embarrassment about
something.
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Week 5 – barriers (language,
geographical)

Overcoming language barriers
•
Provide individuals with fact sheets that
have been translated.
•
Use professional translators and
interpreters.
•
Family members can translate and
interpret
Overcoming geographical
barriers
•
Voluntary services
provide direct
transport to and from
the hospitals and GP
appointments
•
Mobile health
surveillance and
treatment units travel
to local areas.
•
Hospitals may refund
car parking charges for
patients who are
undergoing some
specialist treatment
such as cancer.

Confidentiality is not passing on
any private information or
discussing a private conversation
to anyone.

Health professionals such as doctors,
dieticians, speech and language therapists,
physiotherapists etc. can support individuals
with intellectual barriers by offering support
to develop speech and language skills,
offering support with nutrition, supporting
physical movement and helping to develop
independence for daily living activities.

Week 6 – barriers (resources,
financial)
Paying for resources
The NHS is mainly funded through
taxation (income tax & national
insurance contributions).
The UK Treasury allocates money to
the UK Department of Health, which
then gives money to NHS England.
Some money is retained for primary
care such as GP’s, the rest is passed
onto clinical commissioning groups.

Some health and
social care services
are not free;
• Optical care
• Dental care
• Complementar
y therapies
• Chiropody
• Care and
support
services

Resources paid out of money
allocated to the NHS include.;
•
Maintenance of buildings
•
Vehicles
•
Specialist equipment
•
Staff wages and uniforms
•
Equipment's for wards
etc.
•
Food
•
Surgical equipment
•
Medicines
•
Mobility equipment
laundry service
•
Office equipment
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Week 1

Understanding the properties and features of multipage websites
Websites and the internet are part of everyday life; they are used for any number of purposes and are often the first port of call for access to information and
services because most websites are public domain.
Multi page websites have several pages that are linked in one or more ways. Websites can have different purposes and features.
Purposes of websites; Education, Online retail, Information and services, Promotion, Entertainment.
Features of websites; House style – Colours, fonts and banners to match the company’s ‘look’. Consider functional navigation. GUI - graphical user interface.
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3gqhv4/revision/1

Week 2

Devices used to access webpages
There are an ever increasing number of devices that can be used to access
webpages. They fall into a number of categories;
Laptops and personal computers, Tablets, Mobile devices and smartphones,
Games consoles and digital television.
Extended learning: https://www.ictlounge.com/html/accessing_internet.htm

Week 3

Methods of internet connection
Wired broadband: requires a router. The router connects the computer(s) and the phone socket, so you can connect the wired local area
network in the building to the wide area network (WWW). An internet service provider manages access.
WIFI: Provides broadband internet access and typically connects via a wired router. WIFI is often used to connect laptops, mobile devices and
tablets to the internet.
3G, 4G and 5G wireless broadband: Via the mobile network using radio wave transmission. Speed and availability will vary by location.
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zh4whyc/revision/4 Identify three purposes fulfilled by websites

Example of a GUI

Subject: Creative iMedia
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Week 4

Interpreting the client requirements and target audience for a multipage website;
Understanding client requirements is vital when creating a successful product. When reviewing the client brief you need to be able to
interpret clearly what the client needs you to make and the elements the website needs to have.
As well as style and design you need to think about the functional elements such as:
Number of pages, Media content, Information on each page, Type of navigation and Additional requirements of your client

Some key elements include understand the requirements of your target audience:
Categorisation of the target audience
Literacy levels
Accessibility needs
Devices and connection method they might use.
Extended learning:

Week 5

Producing a work plan for a multipage website;
When creating a complex project such as a multipage website it is particularly important to plan your time.
There are many different tasks and features that need to be incorporated into a plan to ensure that you create a working website
which meets the client brief and is delivered on time.

There are a range of elements to consider when planning your project which you have looked at in RO 81 and RO 82.
Creating a Gantt chart to include; workflow, resource is, milestones, contingencies.
Gantt chart tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un8j6QqpYa0
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2yxtyc/revision/6

Subject: Creative iMedia

Supported
content

Term: 5

Topic: RO85 Creating a multipage website revision

Week 1

Understanding the contents and features of multipage websites
Websites and the internet are part of everyday life; they are used for any number of purposes and are often the first port of call for access to information and
services because most websites are public domain which means they are available for everyone to access.
Multi page websites have several pages that are linked in one or more ways – usually by clicking on hyperlinks. Websites can have different purposes and
features. Reasons for websites include; Education, Selling stuff online, Information and services, Promotion, Entertainment.
Features of websites; House style – Colours, fonts and banners to match the company’s ‘look’. GUI - graphical user interface – using pictures to get around.
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3gqhv4/revision/1

Week 2

Devices used to access webpages
There are a growing number of devices that can be used to access webpages.
They fall into a number of categories;
Laptops and personal computers, Tablets, Mobile devices and smartphones,
Games consoles and digital television.
Extended learning: https://www.ictlounge.com/html/accessing_internet.htm

Week 3

Methods of internet connection
Wired broadband: requires a device called a router. The router connects the computer(s) and the phone socket, so you can connect the wired
local area network in the building to the wide area network (WWW). An internet service provider manages access.
WIFI: Provides the internet and usually connects by a wired router. WIFI is often used to connect laptops, mobile devices and tablets to the
internet. 3G, 4G and 5G wireless broadband: Via the mobile network which uses radio waves to send data. Speed and availability will change
depending on where you are.
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zh4whyc/revision/4 Identify three purposes fulfilled by websites

Example of a GUI

Subject: Creative iMedia

Supported
content

Term: 5

Topic: RO85 Creating a multipage website revision

Week 4

Understanding the client requirements and target audience for a multipage website;
Understanding what the client wants is really important when creating a successful product. When reviewing the client brief you need to
be able to interpret clearly what the client needs you to make and the things they want you to include.
As well as style and design you need to think about how it will work:
Number of pages, Media content, Information on each page, Type of navigation and Additional requirements of your client

Some key elements include understand the requirements of your target audience:
Talking in detail about your target audience
Literacy levels
Accessibility needs
Devices and connection method they might use.
Extended learning:

Week 5

Producing a work plan for a multipage website;
When creating a complex project such as a multipage website it is particularly important to plan your time.
There are many different tasks and features that need to be incorporated into a plan to ensure that you create a working website
which meets the client brief and is delivered on time.

There are a range of elements to consider when planning your project which you have looked at in RO81 and RO82.
Creating a Gantt chart to include; workflow, resource is, milestones, contingencies.
Gantt chart tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un8j6QqpYa0
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2yxtyc/revision/6

Subject: Photography
AO2

Term: 5

Topic: Coursework Unit

Week 1 - 2

This term we will focus on Assessment Objective 2 (AO2) which means you will refine
your work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate media,
materials, techniques and processes and reviewing and refining your ideas as your
work develops.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create work using lots of different styles and techniques.
Analyse and evaluate your work, changing it as you go to make it better.
Refine and develop – Always think, how can this be more successful?
Take risks and if something didn’t work, explain why to show your understanding.
Edit photographs and present stages of editing.
Design a range of different ideas.

AO3

Week 1 - 2

You will develop your photographs using a range of manual or digital processes. It
important to choose processes that play to your strengths and so you will need to research
a broad range of styles before selecting your preferred method.

Subject: Photography
Digital and Manual Manipulation

Term: 5

Topic: Coursework Unit

Week 5 - 6

Week 3 - 4

AO4

You will learn how to manipulate your photographs in the style of the below artists (left
to right Camila Casullo, Nico Goodden, Brandon Kidwell, Barbara Kruger and Julie
Cockburn). You will learn how to isolate colour, create a double exposure affect, add text
and repeat and rotate to create patterns. You can find YouTube tutorials for all of these
skills to practice using Photoshop prior to your lesson.

You will create a personal
response to your
investigation of your theme.
This is your final piece and
can take many different
formats but must clearly link
your theme and the artists
you have studied. You should
aim to show all of the
knowledge and skill you have
develop over the last two
years.
.

You will learn how to manipulate your photographs in the style of the below artists (left to
right Amy Friend, Elise Wehle, Erin Case, Victoria Villasana, Alana Dee Haynes). You will
learn how to create tessellation patterns, negative space effects, create a double exposure
affect, add embroidery and add drawing/ etching to your photographs.

Subject: Psychology

Term: 5

Topic: Psychological Problems

Week 1 – Defining Mental Health, Prevalence
and Incidence
Mental health continuum- a way of defining mental health by looking at it on a scale. Individuals
may feel more or less mentally healthy at different times in different situations
Jahoda (1958) suggested good mental health is:
•
High self-esteem
•
Personal growth and self-actualization
•
Autonomy
•
Accurate perception of reality
•
Mastery of the environment
Prevalence of Mental Health Problems
Prevalence= the number of people with a mental health problem at any one time
¼ British adults report being diagnosed with a mental health disorder
Every year 1/10 children (5-16) are diagnosed
APMS (adult psychiatric morbidity survey)
•
16-24 year olds are more likely to suffer from panic disorders and phobias
•
45-54 are more likely to suffer from anxiety
•
Women are more likely to suffer anxiety, depression, phobias and OCD
•
LGBTQ are more at risk of experiencing mental health problems
Prevalence Over Time
•
This is difficult to track because not all are recorded and diagnosed, symptoms change over
time, self-report surveys are not accurate.
•
Despite these issues there is clearly a rise in mental health in the UK in particular mood and
anxiety disorders.
•
There is also a change in attitude and diagnosis over time for example what classes as a
symptom and how long someone has to have it
•
Changes over time e.g homosexuality which used to be classed as a disorder in the 1990s
How Attitudes Have Changed
•
We avoid stigmatized words such as ‘insanity’ and ‘crazy’
•
Mental Health Act (1959) used ‘mental disorders’
•
Mental health treated similarly to physical
•
1970’s Mind charity was formed and campaigned
•
1980’s rise in community care
•
90’s onwards we see more groups such as ‘Time To Change’

Week 2 – Changing Attitudes towards mental
health

The effects of stigma on individuals before and after diagnosis
• Cognitive factors (stigmas) are hard to measure but self-report methods
can try to
• Before diagnosis people can be perceived as ‘weird’ or ‘crazy’
• After diagnosis individual disorders carry their own stereotype such as
Schizophrenic= ‘violent and dangerous’
• This could lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy
The effects of discrimination on individuals before and after diagnosis
• Friendship rejection
• People are often less likely to help you because the ‘issue’ isn’t physical
• After diagnosis family can exclude you and employers may treat you
differently or you may be less likely to get a job
The effects of significant mental health problems on the wider society,
including care in the community
• Increase in mental health issues= a strain on the NHS
• Lack of funding=more needed from tax payers
• More people needing help=the quality of care reduces
• Community care is often used instead of psychiatric but some argue this
is too much pressure for families and communities without the resources
or time
• Society has had to pass laws to protect people with disabilities including
mental health
• The rise in prevalence means people have to interact with those who
have mental health conditions and this can impact attitudes and reduce
discrimination
• Campaigns have raised awareness

Subject: Psychology

Term: 5

Topic: Psychological Problems

Week 3 – Schizophrenia- Characteristics and Social
Drift Theory
Schizophrenia= A psychotic disorder where people lose their sense of self and
reality
International Classification of Diseases= A manual that lists hundreds of mental
disorders with their associated symptoms used by medical professionals to
diagnose disorders
Classification= Thought disturbances, delusions, hallucinations, disorganized
speech, catatonic behaviour, negative symptoms (e.g withdrawal from activities)
Key Statistics= 1% of population diagnosed, normally in those under 40, affects
men and women equally but men more likely to be diagnosed in 20s women in
30s, 10 years after diagnosis 25% fully recover
Social Drift Theory
• Mental health issue= drift into bottom of society
• Schizophrenia is most often linked to class as working class people are 5
times more likely to be diagnosed
• Theory suggests that people with Schizophrenia lose touch with reality, opt
out of society and are no longer interested in ‘normal’ activities. They lack
motivation for day today life
• This causes a downward spiral into poverty and loss of status as they are
unlikely to hold down a job or education
• They ‘drop out’ of society and experience rejection
• This makes it hard for them to ‘get better’
Cause and effect- lower class may cause Schizophrenia (poverty, deprivation,
poor diet)
 May be a bias in diagnosis-psychiatrists are maybe more likely to diagnose
people from a lower class
 Ignores bio factors such as high dopamine levels

Week 4 – Schizophrenia- Biological Theory
Idea that there is a genetic link to Schizophrenia and that the gene affects the brains of
those diagnosed with it. The biological theory suggests the brain of a Schizophrenic
person:
Brain Chemistry
• Has too much dopamine overall which is linked to movement, perception, attention
and mood. Too much can cause hallucinations and erratic movement
• Dopaminergic neurons fire too quickly and too often and there are too many dopamine
receptors
Brain Structure
• There is less blood flow in the frontal cortex (where tasks are carried out)
• The prefrontal cortex has a different structure (making judgements) and there is low
level activity in this area lacking dopamine
• There is less grey matter in the temporal lobes
• The hippocampus is smaller in volume (memories and emotions that go with them)
 Ignores nurture- brain has to interact with environment to cause Schizophrenia
symptoms such as hallucinations
 Could be the effect of, not the cause- it may be that the disorder is caused by
something else and the brain structure is changed afterwards
 Deterministic- pessimistic to suggest they have no control. This can have a negative
impact on recovery

Subject: Psychology

Term: 5

Topic: Psychological Problems

Week 5 – Key Study- Weinberger, Jones et al (1991)
Amphetamines and cerebral blood flow
A01
Studies suggest low level of activity in the prefrontal cortexes of people with Schizophrenia which is
linked to dopamine activity
Hyp= A dopamine agonist (amphetamine) should increase activity in the prefrontal cortex during a
cognitive task
They used SPECT (single-photon-emission-computed tomography) to scan their brain activity during
the task
Iv= If they had the amphetamine or not
DV= level of performance on the Wisconsin card sorting test
Sample= 10 in-patients from the National Institute of Mental Health research wards in Washington
USA. Each pp had chronic Schizophrenia but did give consent and were deemed clinically stable. They
were free of any illnesses that could have affected their blood flow in the brain.
Procedure
• 5 pps did the BAR task first where they had to match bars on a screen based on their orientation
and 5 the WCST (counterbalancing)
• ON the two test days each pp received either an amphetamine or a placebo
• Both tasks were carried out on the computer and images of brain activity were recorded using
SPECT technology
• Each pp had two scans 2-4 days apart. They sat in a semi-reclined position in a comfy chair with
their head positioned in the scanner
Results
• Amphetamines had a minimal affect on regional cerebral blood flow when pp’s completed both
tests
• There was no significant differences in the effects of amphetamines and the placebo on brain
activity during the BAR task but some when completing the WCST
• Amphetamines had a small but significant positive effect on two measures of the WCST and there
was no affect when the placebo was used
• Changes in behaviour due to the amphetamine were variable
Conclusion- as amphetamines increased prefrontal cortex activity during performance on a cognitive
task the implication is that some problems with schizophrenia can be reversed with drug treatment
Criticisms
 Sample size=unreliable conclusions and also all from USA
 May lack temporal validity= may be outdated due to diagnosing system for schizophrenia
 Ethics in using scans=this may have caused long term issues which they were unsure of

Week 6 – Defining Mental Health, Prevalence
and Incidence
The ICD identifies the following characteristics as
being necessary to diagnose depression
•
Depressed mood
•
Disturbed sleep
•
Diminished appetite
•
Reduced energy
•
Reduced concentration/attention
•
Reduced self-esteem
•
Loss of interest/enjoyment
•
Pessimistic views of the future
•
Ideas of guilt and unworthiness
•
Ideas or acts of self harm

Key Statistics:
• Prevalent in 25% of the population
• Most common in 18-30 year olds
• Twice as many females are diagnosed
• People of Indian and Pakistani/Bangladeshi origin
are more likely to experience it than people of
Caribbean and African origin
• Most people recover but about 50% of people
who have an episode will have a second one

Subject: Sports Studies

Learning Outcome 1

Topic: Unit RO51 Contemporary Issues in Sport

Different user groups who may participate in sport

Barriers affecting participation

○ ethnic minorities
○ retired people/people over 50
○ families with young children
○ single parents
○ children
○ teenagers
○ disabled
○ unemployed/economically disadvantaged
○ working singles and couples

○ employment/time (e.g. not much free
time available)
○ work restrictions and family
commitments (e.g. women still seen as
bringing up the family and not being
involved in sport)
○ disposable income (e.g. cannot afford
cost of participation)
○ accessibility of facilities/equipment
(e.g. transport not available, no disabled
access)
○ lack of role models (e.g. few ethnic
role models, few female role models)
○ provision of activities (e.g. limited
activities on offer which do not meet the
requirements of the prospective
participant)
○ awareness of activity provision (e.g.
what is currently available)
○ portrayal of gender issues by

Factors that can impact on the popularity of Sport
participation (e.g. football has wide-spread mass participation due to
strong infrastructure being in place)
provision (e.g. tennis lacks easily accessible courts impacting on base
level participation)
environment/climate (e.g. regular involvement in snow sports as
participant or spectator either requires frequent trips abroad or the
use of artificial slopes as most parts of UK do not have appropriate
terrain/ weather)
spectatorship (e.g. live professional rugby matches readily accessible)
media coverage (e.g. BBC1 has sole coverage of Wimbledon,
therefore, avid tennis fans will watch this, The Ashes not on free to air
TV)
success for both teams and individuals (e.g. Sir Chris Hoy’s success at
the Olympics has increased participation in cycling)
role models (e.g. lack of role models for particular groups in particular
sports, such as British Asian footballers)
acceptability (e.g. boxing still has vocal opposition who feel that the
aim of the sport is to ‘hurt the opponent’ and that it is, therefore, not
appropriate, especially for younger people, opposition to horse racing
due to perceived animal cruelty by use of whip)

Solutions to barriers affecting
Participation
○ provision, i.e. – programming sessions
for use by different user groups (e.g.
sessions for wheelchair sports) –
providing appropriate activity options for
the demands of specific user groups (e.g.
different age groups want different
options) – planning of times to suit
different user groups (e.g. for parents
with young children, mid-morning after
the school run)
○ promotion, i.e. – targeted promotion
(e.g. by advertising in appropriate places
to increase visibility to different user
groups) – using role models to encourage
participation among different user
groups – initiatives aimed at promoting
participation and inclusion (e.g. free
swimming for under-16s and over-60s)
○ access, i.e. – access to facilities (e.g.
provision of transport in rural areas,
ramps for wheelchair access to buildings)
– access to equipment (e.g. a hoist for
swimming pool access) – sensible
pricing/concessions (e.g. reduction of
charges for unemployed people or young
children)

Subject: Sports Studies

Learning Outcome 2

Topic: Unit R051 Contemporary Issues in Sport

• Values which can be promoted through sport, i.e.
o team spirit (e.g. learning how to work together and support others by playing as part of a team)
o fair play (e.g. learning the importance of adhering to rules and being fair to others through playing sport)
o citizenship (e.g. get involved in your local community through sport)
o tolerance and respect (e.g. developing understanding of different countries and cultures through sport)
o inclusion (e.g. initiatives to get under-represented social groups involved in sport)
o national pride (e.g. supporters and performers unite behind country in international events)
o excellence (e.g. striving to be the best that you can in your favourite sport)

• the Olympic and Paralympic movement, i.e.
o the creed, i.e. “The most important thing is not to win but to take part, just as the
most important thing in life is not the triumph but the struggle. The essential thing is
not to have conquered, but to have fought well.” Pierre De Coubertin
o the symbol, i.e. five interlocking rings represent the union of the five continents

• the importance of etiquette and sporting behaviour of both
performers and spectators, i.e.

o the Olympic and Paralympic values, i.e. Respect, Excellence, Friendship, Courage,
Determination, Inspiration and Equality

o reasons for observing etiquette and sporting behaviour (e.g.
fairness, promoting values, safety of participants etc.)
o sportsmanship (e.g. football giving the ball to the opposition when
they have kicked it out when an injury occurs to your team)
o gamesmanship (e.g. time wasting)

o spectator etiquette (e.g. quiet during rallies at Wimbledon, quiet
during play in snooker, quiet during the playing of national anthems)
o sports initiatives to break down barriers (e.g. Kick Racism Out of
Football)

• the use of performance-enhancing drugs in sport, i.e.
o reasons why they are used (e.g. pressure to succeed as an individual, pressure to succeed as a nation)
o reasons against use (e.g. long term ill health, consequences when found guilty, unfair advantage)
o World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), i.e.
- whereabouts rule
- testing methods, i.e. blood sample collection, urine sample collection, hair sample collection, nail sample collection
o current initiatives (e.g. sanctions)
o drug offences by elite performers (e.g. Dwain Chambers, David Millar)

o impact of drug taking on the reputation of sport (e.g. mistrust of results/events such as Tour de France as a result
of so many scandals)
o ethical issues related to drug taking (e.g. should there be a distinction between use of performance enhancing
drugs and recreational drugs?)

Subject: Sports Studies

Learning Outcome 2

Topic: Unit R051 Contemporary Issues in Sport

Key Words
Team Spirit – learning how to work together and support others by
playing as part of a team.

Tolerance and respect – developing understanding of different
countries and cultures through sport.

Excellence – striving to be the best that you can in your favourite
sport.

Sportsmanship – fair and generous behaviour or treatment of others,
especially in a sporting contest.

Gamesmanship – the art of winning games by using various ploys and
tactics to gain a psychological advantage.

Subject: Sports Studies

Learning Outcome 3

• the features of major sporting events, i.e.
o regularity/scheduling, i.e.
- ‘one-off’ (e.g. hosting the Olympic and Paralympic Games
will only happen in any given country/ city once in a
generation)
- regular (e.g. UEFA Champions League final is an annual event
which a city could host more than once in a relatively short
period of time but it is shared around as a rule)
o regular and recurring (e.g. hosting a Formula 1 Grand Prix
would be annual and is normally contracted for a period of
years to the host country/city)
o international element, i.e. involves competitors, and
therefore supporters/interest, from more than one country
(e.g. the Olympic and Paralympic Games; FIFA World Cup;
Rugby Union Six Nations)
o level of investment, i.e.
- required
- which may be attracted
o potential ‘legacy’, i.e.
- sporting
- social
- economic

Topic: Unit R051 Contemporary Issues in Sport
• the potential benefits and drawbacks of cities/countries hosting major
sporting events, i.e.
o benefits, i.e.
- investment in developing/improving transport system
- increased direct and indirect tourism
- commercial benefits (e.g. money from sponsors, external investment which
would not otherwise have been attracted)
- participation may increase in some sports
- infrastructure/social facilities built can be used by people who live in the
area where the events have been held

- sports facilities will be improved or new facilities built
- raise the status of the country/‘shop window effect’
- morale of the country is raised
o drawbacks, i.e.
- bidding to host can be expensive and you may not be awarded the event
- event can cost hosts more than it raises in revenue
- facilities can end up not being used after the event if not planned properly

• the links between potential benefits and drawbacks and legacy, i.e.

- can have negative impact on the status of the country if event runs poorly/is
disorganised

o many of the benefits and drawbacks are relevant to more than one
of the legacy areas (sporting, social, economic) (e.g. sports facilities
could have both sporting and social legacy).

- while hosting the event will help to promote one area of sport, others may
suffer as a consequence - can cause divisions in the country if the specific area
which hosted (e.g. one city) is perceived to have been the only beneficiary

Subject: Sports Studies

Learning Outcome 3

Topic: Unit R051 Contemporary Issues in Sport

Key Words
Regularity – the quality of being stable, predictable and regular.

International – a game or contest between teams representing
different countries in a sport

Investment – the action or process of investing money for profit.

Legacy – all planned and unplanned structures created for and by
a sporting event that remain longer than the event itself e.g. Olympic
legacy.

Drawback – a feature that renders something less acceptable; a
disadvantage or problem.

Subject: Sports Studies

Learning Outcome 4

• What national governing bodies in sport do, i.e.
o promotion, i.e.
- promoting participation (e.g. equal opportunities
policies)
- increasing the popularity of the sport (e.g. schemes
for schools)
- exposure in the media (e.g. press releases, public
relations)
o development, i.e.
- elite training and development (e.g. national
performance squads and national teams in many
sports)
- coaching awards (e.g. England Netball UK Coaching
Certificate coaching awards from Level 1 upwards)
- training of officials (e.g. the Rugby Football Union has
a young officials award which can be used as a starting
point to becoming an official)
o infrastructure, i.e.
- competitions and tournaments (e.g. England
Basketball organise national competitions for over 500
teams from senior to under-13 level)
- rule-making and disciplinary procedures (e.g. the
Football Association has a disciplinary procedure for
any individual or team connected with the sport)
- providing a national directive and vision
- providing guidelines, support and insurance to
members
- assist with facility developments

Topic: Unit R051 Contemporary Issues in Sport

o policies and initiatives, i.e.
- anti-doping policies (e.g. the England and Wales Cricket Board has an antidoping policy and has a list of all substances which are permitted and those that
are banned)
- promoting etiquette and fair play (e.g. The Football Association’s ‘Respect’
campaign)
- community programmes (e.g. Amateur Swimming Association’s ‘Swimfit’)
- information and guidance on safeguarding
o funding, i.e.
- lobby for, and receive, funding
- distribution of funds, i.e.
 grants
 government, non-government
 membership
 subscriptions/match fees
 lottery funding
 income from media/ sponsorship/advertising
 private investment and donations
 merchandising
 admission charges
 fundraising events
- provide members with advice about funding
o support, i.e.
- providing technical advice (e.g. England Hockey provide information about
playing surfaces)
- providing location and contact details for local clubs, how to get started in the
sport etc.

Subject: Sports Studies

Learning Outcome 4

Topic: Unit R051 Contemporary Issues in Sport

Key Words
National Governing Body – an organisation that governs and
administers a sport on a national basis.

Promotion – the publicising of a product, organization, or venture so
as to increase public awareness.

Infrastructure – the basic physical and organizational structures and
facilities needed for the operation of a society or enterprise.

Initiatives – ideas designed to improve situations for a targeted group
of people in certain circumstances.

Funding – money provided, especially by an organization or
government, for a particular purpose.

Subject: Sports Studies

Term: 1-6

LO1 - Be able to use skills, techniques and
tactics/strategies/compositional ideas as an individual performer in
a sporting activity (Year 11)
the key components of performance for an individual performer in a
sporting activity, i.e.
• performance of skills and techniques (e.g. a front somersault in
trampolining)
• creativity (e.g. communicating a theme to the audience through
performance of a ballet dance)
• appropriate use of tactics/strategies/compositional ideas (e.g.
using a drop-shot against a baseline player in tennis)
• decision-making during performance (e.g. shot selection from
different lies in golf)
• ability to manage/maintain own performance (e.g. staying
composed after two illegal jumps in triple-jump).

Topic: Unit RO52 Developing Sports Skills
LO3 - Be able to officiate in a sporting activity
(Year 10)
•
•
•
•

•

how to apply rules and regulations relevant to
the activity (e.g. reference to NGB rule books)
the importance of consistency (e.g. making
sure rules are applied consistently in a variety
of situations)
the importance of accuracy (e.g. applying
rules correctly) • the use of signals (e.g.
whistles/flags/gestures – how, when, why)
how to communicate decisions (e.g. with
other officials, performers and the audience)
the importance of positioning (e.g. to gain the
best view to make decisions, not obstruct
activity).

.

LO4 - Be able to apply practice methods to support improvement in a sporting activity (Year 10/11)
how to identify areas of improvement in their own performance in a sporting activity, i.e.
○ what are the key skills in the activity?
○ which key skills are strengths?
○ which key skills are weaknesses?
types of skills, i.e.
○ simple skill (e.g. transferable between a number of sports such as running)
○ complex skill (e.g. tend to be specific to a sport (non-transferable) such as a tennis serve)
○ open skill (e.g. adaptable depending on the environment such as a pass in football)
○ closed skill (e.g. performed in a stable environment such as a free throw in basketball)
types of practice, i.e.
○ whole i.e. the whole skill is performed at once (e.g. a triple jump)
○ part i.e. the skill is broken down into parts which are practised separately (e.g. just the ‘hop’ phase in the
triple jump)

LO2 - Be able to use skills, techniques and
tactics/strategies/compositional ideas as a team performer
in sporting activity. (Year 10)
the key components of performance for a team performer in a
sporting activity, i.e.
• performance of skills and techniques (e.g. a chest pass in
netball)
• creativity (e.g. feint to pass and then dribble in basketball)
• appropriate use of tactics/strategies/compositional ideas
(e.g. when to bowl a bouncer in cricket)
• decision-making during performance (e.g. choice of pass in
rugby union)
• awareness of role within/contribution to the team (e.g.
covering for a team mate who is out of position in football).

○ variable i.e. the skill is practised in the range of different situations that could be
experienced in a performance
○ fixed i.e. a specific skill or technique is repeatedly practised in the same way
methods to improve own performance, i.e.
○ different types of practice
○ altering context of performance (e.g. playing with and against better players can improve
performance)
○ use of tools to aid evaluation (e.g. match analysis, video analysis, etc..)
how to measure improvement in skills, techniques and strategies developed, i.e.
○ completion of proficiency awards
○ keeping individual logs of performance
○ keeping video diaries
○ peer observation
○ monitoring competition results over time.

